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this dataset.
• Intelligence analysts
• Brand monitoring
• Journalists
• Humanists

Common solution: topic models
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From an input corpus and number of topics K → words to topics
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What does a Topic Model do?

From an input corpus and number of topics K → words to topics

TOPIC 1

TOPIC 2

TOPIC 3

computer,
technology,
system,
service, site,
phone,
internet,
machine

sell, sale,
store, product,
business,
advertising,
market,
consumer

play, film,
movie, theater,
production,
star, director,
stage
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Evaluating Topic Models

Reading Tea Leaves: How Humans
Interpret Topic Models
Jonathan Chang, Jordan Boyd-Graber,
Chong Wang, Sean Gerrish, and David M.
Blei. Reading Tea Leaves: How Humans
Interpret Topic Models. Neural
Information Processing Systems, 2009.
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Evaluation

Corpus
Forget the Bootleg, Just
Download
the Heralded
Movie Legally
Multiplex
As
Linchpin
To of
Growth
The Shape
Cinema,
Transformed
At
the
Click
A Peaceful Crew Putsof
aWhere
MouseIts Mouth Is
Muppets
Stock Trades:
A Better Deal
For The
Investors
Simple
three Isn't
big Internet
portals
begin
to distinguish
Red Light, Green
Light: A
among
themselves
as
2-Tone
L.E.D. to
shopping
malls
Simplify Screens
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-23.42

Held-out Data
Sony Ericsson's Infinite
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for a Turnaround
For
Search,
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Microsoft
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Model A

0.10

Model B

0.08

Model C

0.07
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Measures predictive power (likelihood / perplexity)
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Qualitative Evaluation of the Latent Space

[Hofmann 1999]
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Qualitative Evaluation of the Latent Space

[Blei et will
al.give
2003]
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation
$1.25 million to Lincoln Center, Metropolitan Opera Co., New York Philharmonic and Juilliard School. “Our board felt that we had a
real opportunity to make a mark on the future of the performing arts with these grants an act
every bit as important as our traditional areas of support in health, medical research, education
Jordan Boyd-Graber
| social services,” Hearst Foundation President Randolph A. Hearst said Monday in
and the
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Qualitative Evaluation of the Latent Space

sequentially
al posterior:

αm)
(4)

assignments
(Nt )\l,n is
n the tuple,
pled.
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DA
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FI
FR
IT
NL
PT
SV

centralbank europæiske ecb s lån centralbanks
zentralbank ezb bank europäischen investitionsbank darlehen
!"#$%&' !"#$%&'( )%*!"+), %)! )%*!"+),( !"#$%&%(
bank central ecb banks european monetary
banco central europeo bce bancos centrales
keskuspankin ekp n euroopan keskuspankki eip
banque centrale bce européenne banques monétaire
banca centrale bce europea banche prestiti
bank centrale ecb europese banken leningen
banco central europeu bce bancos empréstimos
centralbanken europeiska ecb centralbankens s lån

DA
DE
EL
EN
ES
FI
FR
IT
NL
PT

børn familie udnyttelse børns børnene seksuel
et al. familien
2009]eltern
kinder kindern[Mimno
familie ausbeutung
$'+-+# $'+-+.* /+)/01*%+' /+)/01*%+'( 0/*%2( $'+-+),(
children family child sexual families exploitation
niños familia hijos sexual infantil menores
lasten lapsia lapset perheen lapsen lapsiin
enfants famille enfant parents exploitation familles
bambini famiglia figli minori sessuale sfruttamento
kinderen kind gezin seksuele ouders familie
crianças família filhos sexual criança infantil
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Qualitative Evaluation of the Latent Space
(a) Topic labeled as SSL

o.Serializable {

es are split to
e factor calcuat is extracted
occurs in comers such as in
. These differset of location
ystem,
classes
Jordan Boyd-Graber

Keyword
ssl
expr
init
engine
var
ctx
ptemp
mctx
lookup
modssl
ca

Probability
0.373722
0.042501
0.033207
0.026447
0.022222
0.023067
0.017153
0.013773
0.012083
0.011238
0.009548

(b) Topic labeled as Logging
Keyword
log
request
mod
config
name
headers
autoindex
format
cmd
header
add

Probability
0.141733
.036017
0.0311
0.029871
0.023725
0.021266
0.020037
0.017578
0.01512
0.013891
0.012661

Table 2: Sample Topics extracted from Apache
source code

5.2
|

[Maskeri et
al.Petstore
2008]
Topic Extraction
For

In order to investigate the effect of naming on topic extraction results we considered Petstore, a J2EE blueprint
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Genre Detection
Info. Extraction
Information Retrieval
Lexical Semantics
MUC Terrorism
Metaphor
Morphology
Named Entities*
Paraphrase/RTE
Parsing
Plan-Based Dialogue
Probabilistic Models
Prosody
Semantic Roles*
Yale School Semantics
Sentiment
Speech Recognition
Spell Correction
Statistical MT
Statistical Parsing
Summarization
Syntactic Structure
TAG Grammars*
Unification
WSD*
Word Segmentation
WordNet*

genre stylistic style genres fiction humor register biber authorship registers
system text information muc extraction template names patterns pattern domain
document documents query retrieval question information answer term text web
semantic relations domain noun corpus relation nouns lexical ontology patterns
slot incident tgt target id hum phys type fills perp
metaphor literal metonymy metaphors metaphorical essay metonymic essays qualia analogy
word morphological lexicon form dictionary analysis morphology lexical stem arabic
entity named entities ne names ner recognition ace nes mentions mention
paraphrases paraphrase entailment paraphrasing textual para rte pascal entailed dagan
parsing grammar parser parse rule sentence input left grammars np
plan discourse speaker action model goal act utterance user information
model word probability set data number algorithm language corpus method
prosodic speech pitch boundary prosody phrase boundaries accent repairs intonation
semantic verb frame argument verbs role roles predicate arguments
knowledge system semantic language concept representation information network concepts base
subjective opinion sentiment negative polarity positive wiebe reviews sentence opinions
speech recognition word system language data speaker error test spoken
errors error correction spelling ocr correct corrections checker basque corrected detection
english word alignment language source target sentence machine bilingual mt
dependency parsing treebank parser tree parse head model al np
sentence text evaluation document topic summary summarization human summaries score
verb noun syntactic sentence phrase np subject structure case clause
tree node trees nodes derivation tag root figure adjoining grammar
feature structure grammar lexical constraints unification constraint type structures rule
word senses wordnet disambiguation lexical semantic context similarity dictionary
chinese word character segmentation corpus dictionary korean language table system
synset wordnet synsets hypernym ili wordnets hypernyms eurowordnet hyponym ewn wn

Qualitative Evaluation of the Latent Space

Table 2: Top 10 words for 43 of the topics. Starred topics are hand-seeded.

[Hall et al. 2008]
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Word Intrusion

1. Take the highest probability words from a topic

Original Topic
dog, cat, horse, pig, cow
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Word Intrusion

1. Take the highest probability words from a topic

Original Topic
dog, cat, horse, pig, cow
2. Take a high-probability word from another topic and add it

Topic with Intruder
dog, cat, apple, horse, pig, cow
3. We ask users to find the word that doesn’t belong

Hypothesis
If the topics are interpretable, users will consistently choose true
intruder
Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Wikipedia

! ! and Likelihood (NYT)
Interpretability
Model Precision

!

!
Topic Log Odds

!

!7.24

!7.52

!
!
!

CTM
LDA
pLSI

Number of topics

! !

!7.26

Model

!7.50

!7.48

!7.46

!7.44

!7.42

50
100
150

!7.40

Predictive Log Likelihood
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Wikipedia

! !

Interpretability and Likelihood (NYT)
Model Precision

!

Interpretability

.80

!
!
!

CTM
LDA
pLSI

Number of topics

! !

!

50
100
150

-7.2

-7.3

!

Topic Log Odds

.65

!7.26

Model

Traditional Evaluation

Within a model, higher likelihood 6= higher interpretability

!7.24

!7.52

!7.50

!7.48

!7.46

!7.44

!7.42

!7.40
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Since then . . .

• A way to get at an evaluation that matches what we care about
• A necessary step to improving topic models for navigating large

datasets [Talley et al. 2011]

• Others have discovered automatic methods that uncover the same

properties [Newman et al. 2010, Mimno et al. 2011]

• And extended the technique to structured topics and

phrases [Lindsey et al. 2012, Weninger et al. 2012]
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The Problem: User Perspective

bladder
spinal cord
sci
spinal cord injury
spinal
urinary
urothelial
cervical
injury
recovery
urinary tract
locomotor
lumbar
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The Problem: User Perspective

bladder
spinal cord
sci
spinal cord injury
spinal

These words don’t belong together!

urinary
urothelial
cervical
injury
recovery
urinary tract
locomotor
lumbar
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Interactive Topic Modeling
Yuening Hu, Jordan Boyd-Graber,
and Brianna Satinoff. Association
for Computational Linguistics,
2011.
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How to fix it?

bagel
constitution

tea
nasa

phone
spinal_cord

god

president
space
shuttle
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Topic

Before

1

election, yeltsin, russian, political, party, democratic, russia, president, democracy, boris, country, south, years, month, government, vote,
since, leader, presidential, military

2

new, york, city, state, mayor, budget, giuliani,
council, cuomo, gov, plan, year, rudolph, dinkins,
lead, need, governor, legislature, pataki, david

3

nuclear, arms, weapon, defense, treaty, missile,
world, unite, yet, soviet, lead, secretary, would,
control, korea, intelligence, test, nation, country,
testing

4

president, bush, administration, clinton, american, force, reagan, war, unite, lead, economic,
iraq, congress, america, iraqi, policy, aid, international, military, see

..
.
20
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soviet, lead, gorbachev, union, west, mikhail, reform, change, europe, leaders, poland, communist, know, old, right, human, washington, western, bring, party
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Example: Negative Constraint

Topic
318

Jordan Boyd-Graber

Words
bladder,
sci,
spinal cord,
spinal cord injury,
spinal,
urinary, urinary tract, urothelial,injury,
motor, recovery, reflex, cervical,
urothelium, functional recovery
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Example: Negative Constraint

Topic
318

Words
bladder,
sci,
spinal cord,
spinal,
urispinal cord injury,
nary, urinary tract, urothelial,injury,
motor, recovery, reflex, cervical,
urothelium, functional recovery

Negative Constraint
spinal cord, bladder
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Example: Negative Constraint

Topic
318

Words
bladder,
sci,
spinal cord,
spinal,
urispinal cord injury,
nary, urinary tract, urothelial,injury,
motor, recovery, reflex, cervical,
urothelium, functional recovery

Topic
318

Words
sci, spinal cord, spinal cord injury,
spinal, injury, recovery, motor, reflex,
urothelial, injured, functional recovery,
plasticity, locomotor, cervical, locomotion

Negative Constraint
spinal cord, bladder

Jordan Boyd-Graber
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ALTO: Active Learning with
Topic Overviews for Speeding
Label Induction and Document
Labeling
Forough Poursabzi-Sangdeh,
Jordan Boyd-Graber, Leah
Findlater, and Kevin Seppi.
Association for Computational
Linguistics, 2016.
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Real-World Use Cases

Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Algorithms that …
Inform
Collaborate with
Compete with
Understand

their Human Users

When you at the dark side look, careful you must be.

ich bin mit dem Zug nach Ulm gefahren
I am with the train to Ulm traveled
I
(. . . . . . waiting. . . . . . )
traveled by train to Ulm

Learning from Interpreters
• What tricks do they use?

• How can we teach machines to use them?
• How do we know when to use them?
• Giving back to interpreters

Don’t Until the Final Verb
Wait: Reinforcement
Learning for Simultaneous
Machine Translation
Alvin Grissom II, Jordan
Boyd-Graber, He He, John
Morgan, and Hal Daumé III.
Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing, 2014
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Predict the Verb
• Predicting the verb “unlocks” sentence

• Language models are good at word prediction
• But instead, we’ll predict the verb

Language Models of Verbs

Apple ist zum wertvollsten Konzern aller Zeiten avanciert
Nein, mit dem Virus ist es noch lange nicht getan
Eine vielbefahrene Brücke in New Jersey wurde grundlos gesperrt
Mit Drohen und Interpretieren ist es nicht getan
Frankfurter Flughafen für Passagiere weitgehend gesperrt
Als ruppiger Bad Boy mit Herz namens Daryl ist er zum Superstar der Besetzung avanciert
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Language Models of Verbs

Apple ist zum wertvollsten Konzern aller Zeiten avanciert
Nein, mit dem Virus ist es noch lange nicht getan
Eine vielbefahrene Brücke in New Jersey wurde grundlos gesperrt
Mit Drohen und Interpretieren ist es nicht getan
Frankfurter Flughafen für Passagiere weitgehend gesperrt
Als ruppiger Bad Boy mit Herz namens Daryl ist er zum Superstar der Besetzung avanciert

p(x|v=avanciert)
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Predicting the Verb

• Build language model for every verb

• Then, for any input text x we can make a prediction of the verb

arg max p(v )
v
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t
Y
i=1

p(xi | v , xi−n+1:i−1 )

(1)
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Predicting the Verb

• Build language model for every verb

• Then, for any input text x we can make a prediction of the verb

arg max p(v )
v

t
Y
i=1

p(xi | v , xi−n+1:i−1 )

(1)

• Most of these predictions will be totally wrong (18% accuracy) . . .
• leading to horrible translations
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Scoring one Translation

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
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Scoring a series of Translations

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU)
BLEU Score
Good Translation

Bad Translation
Time
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Comparing Policies
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Good Translation
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Bad Translation
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Imitation Learning

• Given all the predictions that

we make (and the resulting
translations) . . .

• Discover the optimal in

hindsight policies

• Goal: Teach our algorithm to

think on its feet

• Challenge: Represent states in a

way that will generalize
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How do we find a good policy?

Oracle Example

Reward

Commit
Wait

Predict

Wait

Wait

Time
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How do we find a good policy?

Oracle Example
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Cost-Sensitive
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How do we find a good policy?
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Oracle Example
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How do we find a good policy?
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Oracle Example

Predict
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How do we find a good policy?

Training Examples
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How do we find a good policy?

Classifier N

⇡ : s 7! a

Training Examples

Wait

f(s3)

Predict

Wait
Predict

Predict

Time

f(s2)

Reward

Reward

Wait

Wait

y
Wait

Commit

Commit
Wait

x
f(s1)

Wait

Wait

Time

searn: Searching to Learn (Daumé & Marcu, 2006)
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Comparing Policies
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Learned Policy with Accumulated Reward

Smoothed Average
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Example Sentence

INPUT
bundesumweltministerin

Merkel

NEX

bundesumweltministerin
merkel hat den entwurf

VER

gezeigt

bundesumweltministerin
merkel hat den entwurf
eines umweltpolitischen
programms vorgestellt

Jordan Boyd-Graber

|

OUTPUT
federal minister of the
environment angela merkel

B

federal minister of the
environment angela merkel
shown the draft

MIT

federal minister of the
environment angela merkel
shown the draft of an
ecopolitical program

COM

T

|
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What tricks do interpreters use?

Interpretese vs.
Translationese: The
Uniqueness of Human
Strategies in Simultaneous
Interpretation
He He, Jordan Boyd-Graber, and
Hal Daumé III. North American
Association for Computational
Linguistics, 2016
•
•
•
•
•

Predictions [Levy and Keller 2013, Momma et al. 2015]
Passivization
Segmentation [Camayd-Freixas 2011, Shimizu et al. 2013]
Generalize [Dell and O’Seaghdha 1992, Cuetos et al. 2006]
Summarize
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Syntax-based Rewriting for
Simultaneous Machine
Translation
He He, Alvin Grissom II, Jordan
Boyd-Graber, and Hal Daumé III.
Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing, 2015
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Syntax-based Rewriting for
Simultaneous Machine
Translation
He He, Alvin Grissom II, Jordan
Boyd-Graber, and Hal Daumé III.
Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing, 2015

Translation

# of verbs
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gd

rw

rw+gd

Gold ref

1971

2050

2224
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Algorithms that …
Inform
Collaborate with
Inform

Compete with
Understand

their Human Users

Quiz Bowl
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adjusted the theory for low temperatures. His summation convention
automatically sums repeated indices in tensor products. His name is
attached to the A and B coefficients
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automatically sums repeated indices in tensor products. His name is
attached to the A and B coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
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Quiz Bowl

Sample Question

With Leo Szilard, he invented a doubly-eponymous refrigerator with
no moving parts. He did not take interaction with neighbors into
account when formulating his theory of heat capacity, so Debye
adjusted the theory for low temperatures. His summation convention
automatically sums repeated indices in tensor products. His name is
attached to the A and B coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
emission, the subject of one of his multiple groundbreaking 1905
papers. He further developed the model of statistics sent to him by
Bose to describe particles with integer spin. For 10 points, who is this
German physicist best known for formulating the special and general
theories of relativity?

Albert Einstein
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This is not Jeopardy [Ferrucci et al. 2010]
• Jeopardy: must decide to answer once, after complete question

• Quiz Bowl: decide after each word

Quiz Bowl

How to approach this problem . . .

With Leo Szilard, he invented a doublyeponymous refrigerator with no moving parts. He
did not take interaction with neighbors into
account when formulating his theory of heat
capacity, so Debye adjusted the theory for low
temperatures. His summation convention
automatically sums repeated indices in tensor
products. His name is attached to the A and B
coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
emission, the subject of one of his multiple
groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further
developed the model of statistics sent to him by
Bose to describe particles with integer spin. For
10 points, who is this German physicist best
known for formulating the special and general
theories of relativity?
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Quiz Bowl
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automatically sums repeated indices in tensor
products. His name is attached to the A and B
coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
emission, the subject of one of his multiple
groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further
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Quiz Bowl

A Neural Network for
Factoid Question Answering
over Paragraphs
Mohit Iyyer, Jordan
Boyd-Graber, Leonardo Claudino,
Richard Socher, and Hal Daumé
III. Empirical Methods in Natural
Language Processing, 2014
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Quiz Bowl
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Vector Space Model
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kingdom
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Quiz Bowl

Vector Space Model

This country invested heavily in liquefied natural gas
technologies, which it exports from its undersea North Dome
field. This home of CENTCOM is currently led by a man who
took power in a 1995 familial coup, Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa alThani. Wikileaks revealed that this country may have used its
control over television programming as a diplomatic bargaining
chip and this country pledged to use solar power to cool
stadiums en route to being awarded a bid by FIFA in December
2010. For 10 points, identify this country home to Al-Jazeera
which is near Bahrain and juts into the Persian Gulf.
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Quiz Bowl

Vector Space Model

This country invested heavily in liquefied natural gas
technologies, which it exports from its undersea North Dome
field. This home of CENTCOM is currently led by a man who
took power in a 1995 familial coup, Sheik Hamad bin Khalifa alThani. Wikileaks revealed that this country may have used its
control over television programming as a diplomatic bargaining
chip and this country pledged to use solar power to cool
stadiums en route to being awarded a bid by FIFA in December
2010. For 10 points, identify this country home to Al-Jazeera
which is near Bahrain and juts into the Persian Gulf.
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How can we do better?

• Use relationship between questions (“China” and “Taiwan”)

• Use learned features and dimensions, not the words we start with
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Deep Averaging Networks
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Training

• Initialize embeddings from

word2vec

• Randomly initialize composition

matrices

• Update using warp
◦ Randomly choose an instance
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• Randomly initialize composition

matrices

• Update using warp
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Training

• Initialize embeddings from

word2vec

• Randomly initialize composition

matrices
• Update using warp
◦
◦
◦
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Randomly choose an instance
Look where it lands
Has a correct answer
Wrong answers may be closer
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Training

• Initialize embeddings from

word2vec

• Randomly initialize composition

matrices
• Update using warp
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Randomly choose an instance
Look where it lands
Has a correct answer
Wrong answers may be closer
Push away wrong answers
Bring correct answers closer
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Embedding
james_buchanan
john_quincy_adams franklin_pierce
james_monroe
john_tyler
andrew_jackson

george_washington
thomas_jefferson
john_adams

zachary_taylor
millard_fillmore
william_henry_harrison
grover_cleveland
benjamin_harrison

ronald_reagan
jimmy_carter
woodrow_wilson
martin_van_buren william_mckinley
calvin_coolidge
william_howard_taft
herbert_hoover

TSNE-2

ethiopia
claudius
caligula
margaret_thatcher
haile_selassie
nero
adolf_hitler
jawaharlal_nehru
marco_polo
toyotomi_hideyoshi
solon
vyacheslav_molotov
hadrian
winston_churchill
shaka
tokugawa_ieyasu
nikita_khrushchev
charlemagne
cleisthenes
portugal
oda_nobunaga
suleiman_the_magnificent
muhammad
pericles
akbar
shah_jahan
mikhail_gorbachev
leonid_brezhnev napoleon_iii
charles_martel
ivan_the_terrible
chandragupta_maurya babur
benito_mussolini
neville_chamberlain
gaius_marius
david_lloyd_george
fidel_castro
attila
pierre_trudeau
pepin_the_short
mao_zedong
alfred_the_great
charles_de_gaulle
cyrus_the_great
edward_the_confessor
eleanor_of_aquitaine
atahualpakublai_khan
hugh_capet
salvador_allende
sparta
justinian_i
henry_i_of_england
georges_clemenceau
genghis_khan
canossa
cardinal_mazarin
hyksos
brian_mulroney
indira_gandhi
paul_von_hindenburg
gamal_abdel_nasser
darius_i diocletian
maria_theresa
marcus_licinius_crassus
giuseppe_garibaldi
mark_antony
william_the_conqueror
nelson_mandela
cecil_rhodes
benjamin_disraeli
pancho_villa
william_ewart_gladstone
carthage
william_tecumseh_sherman
konrad_adenauer robert_walpole
kwame_nkrumah emilio_aguinaldo
francisco_pizarro
black_panther_party
hannibal
alfred_dreyfus
john_wycliffe
leon_trotsky
oliver_cromwell
philip_ii_of_macedon
peter_the_great
hideki_tojo
battle_of_hastings
daniel_boone
anti-masonic_party
thomas_paine
samuel_gompers
adolf_eichmann
thomas_nast douglas_macarthur
ambrose_burnside
jacques_marquette
horatio_gates
sam_houston
emiliano_zapata
john_wilkes_booth
mobutu_sese_seko
girolamo_savonarola
george_meade
muhammad_ali_jinnah
mapp_v._ohio
benedict_arnold
henry_the_navigator
huey_long
george_armstrong_custer
roald_amundsen
vasco_da_gama francis_drake
charles_stewart_parnell
ethan_allen
charles_lindbergh
peasants'_revolt
chester_a._arthur
julius_nyerere
samuel_de_champlain
hernando_de_soto
henry_vii_of_england
tecumseh
victoria_woodhull
maximilien_de_robespierre
chiang_kai-shek
fort_ticonderoga
george_h._pendleton
alexander_kerensky
easter_rising
henry_morton_stanley
getulio_vargas
mustafa_kemal_ataturk
william_penn
william_walker_(filibuster)
zebulon_pike
bernardo_o'higgins
george_b._mcclellan
henry_l._stimsonrutherford_b._hayes
thebes,_greece
david_livingstone
battle_of_gettysburg
huldrych_zwingli
labour_party_(uk)
roger_williams_(theologian)
albert_b._fall
battle_of_bosworth_field
battle_of_antietam
kellogg-briand_pact adlai_stevenson_ii
battle_of_the_thames
green_mountain_boys
harry_s._truman
john_paul_jones
porfirio_diaz
wars_of_the_roses
golden_horde
battle_of_the_little_bighorn
mary,_queen_of_scots
rough_riders
pontiac_(person)
mary_baker_eddy
bartolomeu_dias
alexander_ii_of_russia
henry_hudson
vandals
byzantine_empire
john_a._macdonald
clara_barton
hittites
battle_of_the_coral_sea
ghana
lollardyamelia_earhart
battle_of_chancellorsville
battle_of_shiloh
first_crusade
jamaica
battle_of_trenton
hudson's_bay_company
john_t._scopes
first_battle_of_bull_run
jacques_cartier
john_cabot
william_h._seward
treaty_of_brest-litovsk
lester_b._pearson
miguel_hidalgo_y_costilla
st._bartholomew's_day_massacre
first_triumvirate
yuan_dynasty
parthian_empire
mughal_empire
battle_of_agincourt
ferdinand_magellan
battle_of_zama mali_empire
a._philip_randolph
roger_b._taney
han_dynasty
ulysses_s._grant
tang_dynasty
platt_amendment
battle_of_lepanto peloponnesian_war
vitus_bering
christopher_columbus
battle_of_bunker_hill
amerigo_vespucci
battle_of_culloden
ming_dynasty
john_brown_(abolitionist)
battle_of_blenheim
battle_of_salamis
fourth_crusade
battle_of_the_bulge
umayyad_caliphate
battle_of_kings_mountain
whiskey_ring
john_peter_zenger
spartacus
pedro_alvares_cabral
battle_of_trafalgar
warren_g._harding
battle_of_plassey
third_crusade
shays'_rebellion
battle_of_actium
whig_party_(united_states)
james_a._garfield
coxey's_army
booker_t._washington
aethelred_the_unready
francisco_i._madero
schenck_v._united_states
battle_of_marathon
spiro_agnew
black_hole_of_calcutta
second_boer_war
verdun
eleanor_roosevelt
plessy_v._ferguson
james_g._blaine battle_of_ayacucho
opium_wars
guadalcanal
dawes_plan
walter_mondale
teutonic_knights
fashoda_incident
albigensian_crusade
camillo_benso,_count_of_cavour
salmon_p._chase
louis_brandeis
nagasaki
albany_congress
john_foster_dulles
salem_witch_trials
battle_of_midway
great_northern_war
joseph_mccarthy
knights_of_labor
luddite
credit_mobilier_of_america_scandal
henry_cabot_lodge,_jr.
arthur_wellesley,_1st_duke_of_wellington
war_of_the_spanish_succession
charles_evans_hughes
william_henry_harrison
teapot_dome_scandal
maginot_line
edict_of_nantes
homestead_strike
battle_of_leyte_gulf
wounded_knee_massacre
kitchen_cabinet
jefferson_davis
franklin_pierce
caroline_affair
stephen_a._douglas
peace_of_westphalia
battle_of_austerlitz
treaty_of_utrecht
zachary_taylor
john_c._calhoun
barry_goldwater
triangle_shirtwaist_factory_fire
free_soil_party
john_hay
andrew_jackson
battle_of_tannenberg
lewis_cass
horace_greeley
brigham_young
war_of_the_austrian_succession
benito_juarez
spanish_civil_war
francisco_vasquez_de_coronado
clarence_darrow
antonio_lopez_de_santa_anna
martin_luther_(1953_film)
ancient_corinth
george_wallace
earl_warren
henry_clay
william_jennings_bryan
louis_riel
treaty_of_tordesillas crimean_war
thaddeus_stevens
bastille
war_of_devolution
grover_cleveland
hubert_humphrey
john_sherman
tammany_hall
antonio_de_oliveira_salazar battle_of_caporetto
boxer_rebellion
william_mckinley
samuel_j._tilden
alexander_h._stephens
william_lloyd_garrison
provisions_of_oxford
john_quincy_adams
tokugawa_shogunate
millard_fillmore
eugene_v._debs
battle_of_bannockburn
long_march meiji_restoration
july_revolution
thomas_hart_benton_(politician)
congress_of_vienna
daniel_webster
thirty_years'_war
treaty_of_portsmouth
charles_sumner
james_monroe
james_k._polk
state_of_franklin
susan_b._anthony
benjamin_harrison
taiping_rebellion
guelphs_and_ghibellines
james_buchanan
alexander_hamilton
songhai_empire
inca_empire
john_adams
aaron_burr
khmer_empirekamakura_shogunate
john_marshall
night_of_the_long_knives
john_tyler
william_howard_taft
john_jay
maine
thomas_jefferson
martin_van_buren
hanseatic_league
marcus_garvey
safavid_dynasty
jacquerie
elizabeth_cady_stanton
calvin_coolidge
council_of_trent
lateran_treaty
haymarket_affair
samuel_adams
george_washington henry_cabot_lodge
frederick_douglass
council_of_chalcedon
molly_maguires
john_hancock
herbert_hoover
brook_farm
jimmy_carter
ronald_reagan
october_manifesto
jane_addams
cultural_revolution
woodrow_wilson
second_vatican_council
gunpowder_plot
council_of_constance
hull_house
battle_of_puebla
league_of_nations
peterloo_massacre
diet_of_worms
kulturkampf
dorr_rebellion
boston_massacre
paris_commune
suez_crisis
hartford_convention
otto_von_bismarck
fugitive_slave_laws
bonus_army
francisco_franco
seminole_wars
congress_of_berlin
war_of_the_pacific
whiskey_rebellion
civilian_conservation_corps
jameson_raid
xyz_affair
treaty_of_waitangi
greenback_party
black_hawk_war
treaty_of_ghent
truman_doctrine
clayton_antitrust_act
embargo_act_of_1807
atlantic_charter
gadsden_purchase
falklands_war
bay_of_pigs_invasion
paraguay
trent_affair
finland prague_spring
louisiana_purchase
gang_of_four seneca_falls_convention
second_bank_of_the_united_states
ostend_manifesto
erie_canal
compromise_of_1850
cherokee jay_treaty
missouri_compromise
wilmot_proviso
oregon_trail
equal_rights_amendment
sherman_antitrust_act
fourteen_points
monroe_doctrine

TSNE-1
Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Wars, rebellions, and battles
U.S. presidents
Prime ministers
Explorers & emperors
Policies
Other
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Quiz Bowl

How to approach this problem . . .

With Leo Szilard, he invented a doublyeponymous refrigerator with no moving parts. He
did not take interaction with neighbors into
account when formulating his theory of heat
capacity, so Debye adjusted the theory for low
temperatures. His summation convention
automatically sums repeated indices in tensor
products. His name is attached to the A and B
coefficients for spontaneous and stimulated
emission, the subject of one of his multiple
groundbreaking 1905 papers. He further
developed the model of statistics sent to him by
Bose to describe particles with integer spin. For
10 points, who is this German physicist best
known for formulating the special and general
theories of relativity?
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How to approach this problem . . .
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Quiz Bowl

Besting the Quiz Master:
Crowdsourcing Incremental
Classification Games
Jordan Boyd-Graber, He He, and
Hal Daumé III. Empirical Methods
in Natural Language Processing,
2012
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Interface
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Interface

• 7000 questions: first day

• 43000 questions: two weeks
• 461 unique users
• Imitated . . .

Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Quiz Bowl

Examining vectors

Thomas Mann

Henrik Ibsen

Joseph Conrad
Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Henry James

Franz Kafka
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Experiment 1

Colby Burnett:
$375,000

Jordan Boyd-Graber

|

Ben Ingram:
$427,534

Alex Jacobs:
$151,802

Kristin Sausville:
$95,201

|
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Quiz Bowl

Experiment 1

Colby Burnett:
$375,000

Ben Ingram:
$427,534

Alex Jacobs:
$151,802

Kristin Sausville:
$95,201

End result: 200-200 tie!

Jordan Boyd-Graber

|

|
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23. October 2015, Seattle

Humans 345-145

Humans 190-155

Quiz Bowl

Where we have problems

Out of Date
Although he won the California primary in 2000, he distanced himself
from fellow reform presidential candidate Pat Buchanan by comparing
him to Attila the Hun. After being called a jackass, he prompted
Lindsey Graham to destroy his phone by giving out his number during
a speech. The slogan (*) Make America Great Again has been used
by this politician, who claimed he didn’t like people who were
captured as a slight to John McCain and kicked off his 2016
presidential bid with some inflammatory remarks about Mexicans. For
10 points, name this Republican candidate and real estate mogul.
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Quiz Bowl

Where we have problems

Out of Date
Although he won the California primary in 2000, he distanced himself
from fellow reform presidential candidate Pat Buchanan by comparing
him to Attila the Hun. After being called a jackass, he prompted
Lindsey Graham to destroy his phone by giving out his number during
a speech. The slogan (*) Make America Great Again has been used
by this politician, who claimed he didn’t like people who were
captured as a slight to John McCain and kicked off his 2016
presidential bid with some inflammatory remarks about Mexicans. For
10 points, name this Republican candidate and real estate mogul.
Chris Christie?
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Quiz Bowl

Where we have problems

Out of Touch
This singer recently cancelled the Great Escape Tour, and, in one
song, she claims that she will be “Eating crumpets with the sailors /
On acres without the neighbors.” She collaborated with Jennifer (*)
Hudson on the song “Trouble,” which was issued in her album update
Reclassified. This artist of “Change Your Life” was inspired by scenes
from the movie Clueless to make the music video for a song in which
she collaborated with Charli XCX. For 10 points, name this Australian
rapper whose album The New Classic contained “Fancy.”
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Quiz Bowl

Where we have problems

Out of Touch
This singer recently cancelled the Great Escape Tour, and, in one
song, she claims that she will be “Eating crumpets with the sailors /
On acres without the neighbors.” She collaborated with Jennifer (*)
Hudson on the song “Trouble,” which was issued in her album update
Reclassified. This artist of “Change Your Life” was inspired by scenes
from the movie Clueless to make the music video for a song in which
she collaborated with Charli XCX. For 10 points, name this Australian
rapper whose album The New Classic contained “Fancy.”
Bruce Springsteen?
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Quiz Bowl

Linguistic Harbingers of
Betrayal: A Case Study on
an Online Strategy Game
Vlad Niculae, Srijan Kumar,
Jordan Boyd-Graber, and Cristian
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil.
Association for Computational
Linguistics, 2015
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simultaneously attack SWE.
…
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Not really sure what to say, except
that I regret you did what you did.

Curse your sudden
but inevitable
betrayal!
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Demand-Withdraw pattern pre-divorce.
(Gottman & Levenson, 2000)
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Tea Party in the House: A
Hierarchical Ideal Point
Topic Model and Its
Application to Republican
Legislators in the 112th
Congress
Viet-An Nguyen, Jordan
Boyd-Graber, Philip Resnik, and
Kristina Miler. Association for
Computational Linguistics, 2015
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Quiz Bowl

Evaluation: Tea Party in the House

The Tea Party
• American political movement for freedom, small government, lower tax
• Disrupting Republican Party and recent elections
• Organizations:
◦ Institutional: Tea Party Caucus
◦ Other: Tea Party Express, Tea Party Patriots, Freedom Works
• “Conventional views of ideology as a single–dimensional, left-right
spectrum experience great difficulty in understanding or explaining
the Tea Party.”
[Carmines and D’Amico 2015, ARPS]

Goal
• Explain Tea Partiers in terms of issues and votes
• Identify Tea Partiers from their rhetoric
Jordan Boyd-Graber
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Quiz Bowl

Not everyone has a voting record

• Ideal points estimated based on

voting record
• Not all candidates have a
voting record
◦ Governors
◦ Entertainers
◦ CEOs
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Quiz Bowl

Not everyone has a voting record

• Ideal points estimated based on

voting record
• Not all candidates have a
voting record
◦ Governors
◦ Entertainers
◦ CEOs

• But all politicians—by

definition—talk
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Quiz Bowl

Let’s use whatever data we have

A single model that uses:
• Bill text
• Votes

• Commentary

to map political actors to
the same continuous space.
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Quiz Bowl

Let’s use whatever data we have

A single model that uses:
• Bill text
• Votes

• Commentary

to map political actors to
the same continuous space.
This work: congressional
floor speeches
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Hierarchical Ideal Point Topic Model

Hierarchical Ideal Point Topic Model: Intuition

What are your thoughts on the issue of immigration?

path to
citizenship
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Hierarchical Ideal Point Topic Model

Issue: Healthcare
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Hierarchical Ideal Point Topic Model

Hierarchical Ideal Point Topic Model

Issue: Healthcare
patient, doctor, physician, hospital, insure
aﬀordable_care,
exchange, flexible,
unlimited, help
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Predicting Membership

Tea Party Caucus Membership Prediction

Experiment setup
• Task: Binary classification of whether a legislator is a member of the Tea
Party Caucus
• Evaluation metric: AUC-ROC

• Classifier: SVMlight
• Five-fold stratified cross-validation
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Predicting Membership

Tea Party Caucus Membership Prediction

Experiment setup
• Task: Binary classification of whether a legislator is a member of the Tea
Party Caucus
• Evaluation metric: AUC-ROC

• Classifier: SVMlight
• Five-fold stratified cross-validation

Features
• Text-based features: normalized term frequency (TF) and TF-IDF
• Vote: binary features
• HIPTM: features extracted from our model including
◦ K -dim ideal point ua,k estimated from both votes and text
◦ K -dim ideal point estimated from text only η T
ψ̂
P k a,k
◦ B probabilities estimating a’s votes Φ(xb K
k=1 ϑb,k ua,k + yb )
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Predicting Membership

Tea Party Caucus Membership Prediction: Votes & Text

AUCROC
0.75

0.70

0.65

0.60
TF
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Predicting Membership

Tea Party Caucus Membership Prediction: Text Only
AUCROC
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Predicting Membership

Tea Party Caucus Membership Prediction: Text Only
AUCROC

0.65

0.63

0.61

TF

TF-IDF
Training: text only
Test: text only
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Predicting Membership

Multi-dimensional Ideal Points

Government.Operations

l

l l

Macroeconomics

l

Transportation

l

l

Labor..Employment..and.Immigration

l

Foreign.Trade
l

Banking..Finance..and.Domestic.Commerce
6

ll

l

l l

3

0

Ideal Points

Tea Party Caucus

l

3

Member Nonmember

Most highly polarized dimensions are about government spending
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How They Talk

Framing Macroeconomics

Macroeconomics

balanc_budget, borrow, debt_ceil, cap, cut_spend,
nation_debt, grandchildren, rais_tax, entitl
Frame M1

Frame M2

Frame M2

white_hous, shut,
continu_resolut, mess,
hous_republican, novemb,
govern_shutdown

balanc_budget, debt_ceil,
cap, cut_spend, debt_limit,
spend_cut, fiscal_hous,
grandchildren, guarante

borrow, nation_debt,
rais_tax, entitl, prosper,
chart, grandchildren,
spend_monei, size, gdp

-.57
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How They Talk
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Government
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We need ML that understands our gratitude and our fears

Conclusions

Thanks

Collaborators
naqt, Hal Daumé III (UMD), Philip Resnik (UMD), Cristian
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil (Cornell), Leah Findlater (UMD), Kevin
Seppi (BYU), Eric Ringger (BYU)
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Conclusions
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Conclusions

We repeat this process up to the root, which is
h

=f (W

· heconomy + WPREP · hon

NSUBJ
depended
Using Compositionality

+ Wv · xdepended + b).

(3)

The composition equation for any node n with
children K(n) and word vector xw is hn =
X
f (Wv · xw + b +
WR(n,k) · hk ), = (4)
k2K(n)

where R(n, k) is the dependency relation between node n and child node k.
attacked

3.2

Training

Our goal is to map
questions
admiral
kotteto their corresponding answer entities. Because there are
a limited number of possible answers, we can
view this as a multi-class classification task.
While a softmax layer over every node in the
tree could predict answers (Socher et al., 2011;
Iyyer et al., 2014), this method overlooks that
most answers are themselves words (features)
in other questions (e.g., a question on World

Jordan Boyd-Graber

|

Intuitively, we want to encourage the ve
of question sentences to be near their co
answers and far away from incorrect ans
We accomplish this goal by using a contra
max-margin objective function describe
low. While we are not interested in obtain
ranked list of answers,3 we observe bette
formance by adding the weighted approxi
rank pairwise (warp) loss proposed in W
et al. (2011) to our objective function.
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Using buzzes as a prior

h
i
αI [b(a, f ) > 0] + βb(a, f ) + γ tf-idf(a, f ).
Answers

100

Weighting
zero
tf-idf
buzz-binary
buzz-linear
buzz-tier

α
10.7
-

β
1.1
1.6

γ
8.3
0.5

Error1
0.22
0.08
0.06
0.10
0.07

1

Buzz and tf-idf computed on training data; grid search on dev data; error on
test data
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